Inference for marginal linear models for clustered longitudinal data with potentially informative cluster sizes.
Clustered longitudinal data are often collected as repeated measures on subjects arising in clusters. Examples include periodontal disease study, where the measurements related to the disease status of each tooth are collected over time for each patient, which can be considered as a cluster. For such applications, the number of teeth for each patient may be related to the overall oral health of the individual and hence may influence the distribution of the outcome measure of interest leading to an informative cluster size. Under such situations, generalised estimating equations (GEE) may lead to invalid inferences. In this article, we investigate the performance of three competing proposals of fitting marginal linear models to clustered longitudinal data, namely, GEE, within-cluster resampling (WCR) and cluster-weighted generalised estimating equations (CWGEE). We show by simulations and theoretical calculations that, when the cluster size is informative, GEE provides biased estimators, while both WCR and CWGEE achieve unbiasedness under a variety of 'working' correlation structures for temporal measurements within each subject. Statistical properties of confidence intervals have been investigated using the probability-probability plots. Overall, CWGEE appears to be the recommended choice for marginal parametric inference with clustered longitudinal data that achieves similar parameter estimates and test statistics as WCR while avoiding Monte Carlo computation. The corresponding Wald tests have desirable power properties as well. We illustrate our analysis using a temporal data set on periodontal disease, which clearly demonstrates the need for CWGEE over GEE.